Ashe Oro is a freedom lover,
professional speaker, host of the
Liberty Entrepreneurs Podcast,
founder of Liberty Virtual
Assistants and previously the
head of business development
for Euro Pacific Bank.
Ashe has dedicated his life to opening
conversations about the idea of “building
freedom” and speaks with a passion that
can only come from experience.
With a background in Engineering, Economics,
and Entrepreneurship, Ashe pulls from multiple
perspectives and invites the audience on a
journey to explore how to achieve personal
liberty and build a free and flexible lifestyle.

“I appreciate Ashe’s thoughtful
mind, dedication to reason and
that he’s a rare breed of
econ-minded individuals who
express Hayek’s timeless humility;
that we know so little about what
we imagine we can design.”
— ERIK VOORHEES, CEO OF SHAPESHIFT.IO

“When Ashe Oro spoke at the
Nomad Coffee Club, the largest
and longest running online
entrepreneur meetup in Chiang
Mai, he drew an audience of over
100, the largest turnout we’ve
ever had. His talk was relevant
to newbies and crypto veterans
alike, as he shared several real,
actionable methods to cashflow
our crypto investments.”

www.asheoro.com • @ashe_oro

— STEVE RUGGIERO - FOUNDER OF NOMAD
COFFEE CLUB - CHIANG MAI, THAILAND

IN THE MEDIA

KEYNOTE TOPICS
BUILDING FREEDOM AS A LIBERTY ENTREPRENEUR
Lifestyle design or libertarians and free-thinkers
Freedom doesn’t come from political action; it’s more personal than that.
Individual freedom comes from understanding how you can create value
for others. The concept of building freedom’ is obtainable, but requires the
action-oriented mindset of a Liberty Entrepreneur.

BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SOCIAL MEDIA
How content creators can earn cryptocurrency
As a creator, you know how much time goes into your content. All you get
are upvotes and eyeballs that don’t amount to much. What if those same
upvotes resulted in cryptocurrency rewards? This presentation introduces
the next generation of social media platforms where you and your
audience get rewarded for the valuable content you create and curate.

TOKENOMICS: GROWING DIGITAL COMMUNITIES
Using voluntary inflation to incentivize cooperation
How can tokenized money be used to grow our communities? How can we
incentivize people to be engaged? How do we support the entrepreneurs
building our digital infrastructure? This talk introduces ‘voluntary inflation’
and how new token creation can benefit the entire community.

BREAK-UP WITH YOUR BANK
Financial Freedom for Digital Nomads
Banking options for Digital Nomads can be difficult and confusing. The
legacy system wasn’t created to support the uber-mobile lifestyle. Getting
approved for bank accounts, paying absurd currency exchange rates
and wondering if a client can pay in to your account could be a thing of
the past. Digital currencies offer us the ability to control and manage our
currencies and the freedom to do business with anyone without first getting
approval from the old financial gatekeepers.

